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Abstract. We introduce a special family of (assumption-based argu-
mentation) frameworks for reasoning about the bene�ts of decisions.
These frameworks can be used for representing the knowledge of intel-
ligent agents that can autonomously choose the \best" decisions, given
subjective needs and preferences of decision-makers they \represent". We
understand \best" decisions as dominant ones, giving more bene�ts than
any other decisions. Dominant decisions correspond, within the family of
argumentation frameworks considered, to admissible arguments. We also
propose the use of degrees of admissibility of arguments as a heuristic
to assess subjectively the value of decisions and rank them from \best"
(dominant) to \worst". We extend this method to provide notion of rel-
ative value of decisions where preferences over bene�ts are taken into
account. Finally, we show how our techniques can be successfully ap-
plied to the problem of selecting satellite images to monitor oil spills, to
support electronic marketplaces for earth observation products.

1 Introduction

This paper presents two methods for evaluating and ranking (respectively) deci-
sions using assumption-based argumentation (ABA) frameworks [4, 13, 14]. These
ABA frameworks can be used for representing the knowledge of intelligent agents
that autonomously make the best decision, e.g. by choosing the \best" items/
services available in a service-oriented architecture, e.g. as envisaged in [32].
We de�ne a notion of dominance to characterise \best" items, and show that
these items are those that correspond, within the family of argumentation frame-
works considered, to admissible arguments as de�ned in [4, 13]. Intuitively, the
method relies upon comparing the value of di�erent items by \arguing" about
the bene�ts they provide. The reason why an item provides a bene�t is ex-
plained logically (by means of arguments). ABA allows to study collections of
logically constructed arguments based upon assumptions. As we shall see, ABA
frameworks are particularly adequate for representing and reasoning about the
bene�ts of items as well as for providing explanations to users.

In practice, decision-makers do not always choose top-quality (\best") items,
but often choose items which �t their budget and have highest quality/price
ratio. In this context, it is useful to assess numerically the quality or relative
quality of items. We propose a novel criterion (or \semantics", as understood in
argumentation) for choosing sets of assumptions and arguments. This criterion



assigns degrees of admissibility to sets of assumptions, measuring the fraction
of counter-attacked arguments against the given sets. We show that this crite-
rion allows to rank items rather than simply classifying items as good (domi-
nant/admissible) or bad (non-dominant/non-admissible). We also propose a gen-
eralisation of the formula for degrees of admissibility of decisions to take numer-
ically into account the customer's preferences over bene�ts or goals, thus giving
the relative value of decisions. Overall, we thus propose three argumentation-
based methods for comparing decisions: conventional admissibility, degrees of
admissibility, and relative value of decisions. In decision-theoretic terms, our
work can be classi�ed as providing three methods for solving problems of deci-
sion making under certainty.

Our methods are de�ned for simple decision frameworks. We believe that
these frameworks have nonetheless wide applicability. In particular, they are
suitable to support decision-making in electronic marketplaces. These allow in-
ternet users to meet business organisations, to discover, select and purchase their
goods or services. Motivated by our involvement in the ARGUGRID project1,
one of our goals and aspirations for this work is to propose tools for supporting
users during the selection phase of this business process and notably, to em-
power the user with expert insight on speci�c categories of goods and services.
We demonstrate the potential of our approach by dealing with the problem of
selecting satellite images to monitor oil spills, to support electronic marketplaces
for earth observation products.

The paper is organised as follows. We briey introduce ABA in section 2. In
section 3 we describe the kind of decision problems we consider in this paper
and the notion of dominance to characterise the \best" decisions amongst a set
of possible ones. In section 4 we propose a special family of ABA frameworks
suitable for representing and reasoning about the bene�ts of decisions. We also
prove that, within the family of frameworks considered, the notion of domi-
nance is equivalent to the semantics of admissibility in argumentation. Section 5
discusses the use of degrees of admissibility as a low complexity heuristic for
assessing the value of decisions and for ranking then from \best" to \worst". In
section 6, the notion of dominance and the heuristic are applied to the industrial
procurement of satellite images in the case of oil spills. We discuss related work
(from decision theory and argumentation-based decision making) in section 7
and �nally conclude in section 8.

2 Background: Assumption-based argumentation

Here we provide essential background on assumption-based argumentation (ABA),
more details can be found in [4, 13, 10, 14].

An ABA framework is a quadruple hL;R;A; Ci where

{ L is a set of sentences, referred to as language

1 www.argugrid.eu



{ R is a set of (inference) rules of the form p1;:::;pn
q

for n � 0, where p1; : : : ; pn 2
L are called the premises and q 2 L are called the conclusion of the rule

{ A � L, referred to as the set of assumptions
{ C : A ! L, referred to as the contrary mapping.

As in [13, 10], we will restrict attention to at ABA frameworks, such that if
l 2 A, then there exists no rule of the form p1;:::pn

l
2 R for any n � 0.

Arguments are deductions of conclusions supported by assumptions. Argu-
ments can be represented as trees having conclusions as their roots and assump-
tions as their leaves [14]. These trees can be computed in a forward or backward
manner. If computed backwards, an argument A ` p with conclusion p 2 L and
supported by the set of assumptions A � A is a �nite sequence of multisets of
sentences S1; : : : ; Sm, where S1 = fpg, Sm = A, and for every 1 � i < m , where �
is the sentence occurrence in Si selected by a given selection function:

1. if � 62 A then Si+1 = Si � f�g [ S for some inference rule of the form S
�
2 R

2. if � 2 A then Si+1 = Si.

This backward computation of arguments is employed within all computa-
tional tools for ABA (e.g. see [20]).

Given two sets of assumptions A and B, we say that the set A attacks B if
and only if there exists an argument A0 ` p for A0 � A whose conclusion is the
contrary of some assumption b 2 B, or formally when there exists b 2 B such
that p = C(b). In other words, A attacks B if a subset of A supports an argument
that \contradicts" an assumption in B.

This notion of attack is a binary relation over sets of assumptions which can
be represented by a set of pairs attacks � A�A. Properties of sets of assumptions,
aimed at sanctioning them (and the arguments they support) as \acceptable",
can be de�ned based on such a relationship. \Acceptable" sets of assumptions
represent the rational arguments that intelligent agents may use to support their
opinions.

In the literature, several notions of \acceptability", referred to as extension-
based semantics, have been de�ned and studied [12, 4, 13, 10]. In this paper we
are concerned with the semantics of admissibility. Formally, given a set of as-
sumptions A � A

{ A is conict-free if and only if A does not attack itself
{ A is admissible if and only if A is conict-free and attacks every set B that
attacks A

The language of an ABA framework may contain sentences representing prop-
erties of interest for an agent such as goals, beliefs and possible actions or deci-
sions [33, 11]. The set of inference rules gives a logical structure to the language.
The inference rules are used to model either known or observed facts and con-
struct arguments to support claims. Assumptions play the role of beliefs which
are not directly observable or known, but are useful in building arguments. Ar-
guments are justi�ed claims, but they do not have the value of proofs as they are
disputable, so agents need semantics such as admissibility to elaborate rational
opinions.



3 Dominant decisions

We will consider simple decision-making settings where a user/agent needs to
decide which element of a given (�nite) set to choose. This set can be thought
of as consisting of mutually exclusive items. Di�erent items will typically bring
the user/agent di�erent bene�ts (or goals), according to the features of these
items as well as some general beliefs of the user/agent concerning how these
features a�ect the bene�ts. Formally, in this paper a decision framework is a
tuple (D;G;F;B) where

{ D is a (�nite) set of (mutually exclusive) decisions
{ G is a (�nite) set of bene�ts/goals that the user wishes to achieve
{ F is a (�nite) set of features that items may exhibit
{ B is a (�nite) set of beliefs concerning (i) the features that items actually
exhibit and (ii) the achievement of goals, given (some) features

B can be seen as a set of beliefs on which to base opinions regarding the
value of items towards achieving bene�ts. We will assume that B is a set of
implications, respectively of the form:

(i) d! f

(ii) f1; : : : ; fn; sg1; : : : ; sgm ! g (n;m � 0; n+m > 0)

where d 2 D, f; fi 2 F (for i = 1; : : : ; n), g; sgj 2 G[SG (for j = 1; : : : ;m) with
SG a given set of sub-goals, SG\G = fg.2 An implication d! f 2 B stands for
\item d has feature f". An implication f1; : : : ; fn; sg1; : : : ; sgm ! g 2 B stands
for \features f1; : : : ; fn and the achievement of sub-goals sg1; : : : ; sgm guarantee
the achievement of (goal or sub-goal) g". The �rst kind of implication is speci�c
to given available decisions, whereas the second kind is generic and represents
beliefs that would hold even for di�erent available decisions.

As we will dicuss in section 6, although simple, our decision frameworks can
be used to represent realistic, industrial applications, e.g. a wide range of e-
procurement problems. Note that decision frameworks may accompany or be
obtained from inuence diagrams [7], that are widely used representation tools
to support decision-making.

Until section 6, we will use, for illustration purposes, a toy scenario whereby
a user/agent needs to choose accommodation in London that is close to Imperial
College (represented as near) and reasonably priced (represented as cheap), and
considers as options a hotel (referred to as jh), Imperial college student halls
(referred to as ic), both in South Kensington, and the Ritz hotel (referred to as
ritz), in Piccadilly. This scenario can be represented by a decision problem with

{ D = fjh; ic; ritzg
{ G = fcheap; nearg

2 Note that we do not include SG explicitly as a component of the decision framework,
since this can be drawn from the other components, namely SG is the set of all
sentences occurring in B but not in D [ F [G.



{ F = fprice = 50$; price = 70$; price = 200$,
inSouthKen; inP iccadillyg

{ B = fic! price = 50$; jh! price = 70$; ritz ! price = 200$;
ic! inSouthKen; jh! inSouthKen; ritz ! inP iccadilly;
price � 50$! cheap; inSouthKen! near,
price = 50$! price � 50$,
price = 70$! price > 50$; price = 200$! price > 50$g

The set of sub-goals underlying this decision problem is SG = fprice � 50$,
price > 50$g.

In order to determine the \value" of an item one shall �rst �nd out which
bene�ts the item provides.

De�nition 1 ({value of an item). The value of an item d 2 D is given by

(d) = fg 2 G j B [ fdg `MP gg

where `MP stands for repeated applications of the modus ponens inference rule
for !.3

In our toy scenario, (ic) = fcheap; nearg, (jh) = fnearg and (ritz) = fg.
If the value of an item d is bigger (in the sense of set inclusion) than the

value of any other item, then the item d basically provides all bene�ts that can
be achieved by any other item and is undoubtedly \best". We call any such item
\dominant".

De�nition 2 (Dominance). An item d 2 D is dominant if and only if (d) �
(d0) for every d0 2 D � fdg.

In our toy scenario, ic is a dominant item/choice, since its value includes
both goals in G. No other item is dominant.

Note that other notions of dominance are possible, for example considering
the number of bene�ts given by decisions. We plan to explore other such notions
in the future.

4 A family of ABA frameworks for comparing decisions

We introduce a family of ABA frameworks hL;R;A; Ci for comparing decisions,
given a simple decision framework (D;G;F;B) (with set of sub-goals SG) as
outlined in section 3. For every item d 2 D, feature f 2 F and bene�t g 2 G,
let us introduce the following sentences in L:

{ fd, standing for \item d has feature f"
{ gd, standing for \bene�t or sub-goal g is provided by item d"
{ M(:gd), standing for \item d cannot provide bene�t g"

3 The modus ponens inference rule amounts to deriving c from a ! c and a, for any
set (conjunction) of sentences a and sentence c.



{ :d, standing for \the user does not choose item d"

For example, the sentence nearritz stands for \the ritz hotel is close to
Imperial College", the sentence price = 50$jh stands for \the jh hotel costs
50$ per night", and the sentence :ic stands for \the user does not choose ic".

Given these sentences, we formally de�ne hL;R;A; Ci as follows:

{ the language

L = D [ f:d j d 2 Dg [ ffd j f 2 F; d 2 Dg [

fgd;M(:gd) j (g; d) 2 G [ SG�Dg

{ the inference rules R consist of all the rules of the form
� d

fd
if d! f 2 B, for d 2 D and f 2 F

�
d;fd

1
;:::;fdn;sg

d
1
;:::;sgdm

gd
if f1; : : : ; fn; sg1; : : : ; sgm ! g 2 B, for fi 2 F , sgj 2

SG, g 2 SG [G

� gd
0

;M(:gd)
:d for every bene�t g 2 G and pair of distinct items d; d0 2 D

{ the assumptions

A = D [ fM(:gd) j (g; d) 2 G�Dg

{ the contrary mapping C : A ! L, de�ned, for all a 2 A, as

C(a) =

(
:d if a = d

gd if a =M(:gd)

The �rst two types of inference rules in R can be automatically obtained from
B in the given decision framework. In our toy scenario, these include

ic

price = 50$ic

jh

inSouthKenjh

jh; inSouthKenjh

nearjh
ic; price � 50$ic

cheapic

These rules allow the generation of arguments of the form

fdg ` gd

playing the role of expert proofs that a given item d allows to achieve a bene�t
g. Examples of these arguments in our toy scenario are ficg ` cheap and fjhg `
near. The third type of rules allow to express reasons for not taking decisions,
motivated by other decisions ful�lling goals that the current decision can be
assumed not to ful�l. Examples of these rules in our toy scenario include

cheapic;M(:cheapritz)

:ritz

nearjh;M(:nearic)

:ic



Reasons for not choosing particular items are arguments of the form

fd0;M(:gd)g ` :d

for any d0 giving bene�t g (namely such that an argument fd0g ` gd
0

exists).
In our toy scenario, these arguments include fic;M(:cheapritz)g ` :ritz (since
ficg ` cheapic).

The processing of all these arguments allows us to compare the value of all
items in a rigorous and automated fashion. Indeed, given the ABA framework
corresponding to a decision framework as detailed above, the dominant items,
providing the largest number of bene�ts as de�ned in section 3, can be charac-
terised by the semantics of admissibility for the ABA framework, as given by
theorem 1 below. In the remainder of the paper we will assume as given a decision
framework (D;G;F;B) and the corresponding ABA framework hL;R;A; Ci.

The proof of theorem 1 relies upon the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Given an item d 2 D, there is an argument fdg ` gd (with respect
to hL;R;A; Ci) if and only if g 2 (d) (with respect to (D;G;F;B)).

This directly follows from the fact that fdg ` gd if and only if fdg `MP g.

Theorem 1 (Dominance & admissibility). Given an item d 2 D, fdg is
admissible (with respect to hL;R;A; Ci) if and only if d is dominant (with respect
to (D;G;F;B)).

Proof. ): By contradiction, assume that d is not dominant. Then, by de�nition
of dominance, 9d0 6= d such that (d) 6� (d0). Thus, 9g 2 (d0) such that
g =2 (d). By lemma 1 and by construction of the ABA framework, 9g 2 (d0)
means that there exists an argument fd0;M(:gd)g ` :d attacking fdg4, given
that C(d) = :d. Since fdg is admissible, fdg counter-attacks fd0;M(:gd)g. fdg
does not attack fd0g because the only way to attack fd0g is by arguments with
support containing M(:gd

0

) and some other d�, trivially not contained in fdg.
By elimination, fdg attacks M(:gd). Since C(M(:gd)) = gd, by lemma 1, there
exists an argument fdg ` gd. Therefore, again by lemma 1, g 2 (d), which is
absurd. By contradiction, d is dominant.

(: fdg is necessarily conict-free since there is no argument supported solely
by fdg for C(d) = :d. Let X ` :d be an arbitrary argument attacking fdg. By
construction of the ABA framework, there must exist a bene�t g such that
M(:gd) 2 X and a decision d0 2 X such that fd0g ` gd

0

. By lemma 1, g 2 (d0).
By dominance of d, g 2 (d) too. Again by lemma 1, fdg ` gd, which attacks
M(:gd) 2 X. Thus, fdg counter-attacks X. Since X was chosen arbitrarily, fdg
is an admissible set of assumptions.

4 An argument attacks a set of assumption if and only if the conclusion of the argu-
ment is the contrary of an assumption in the set. If an argument attacks a set of
assumptions, then the support of the argument attacks the set of assumptions too.



Therefore, argumentation agents can check whether an item d is the \best"
or dominant by testing whether (the singleton set consisting of) this item is
admissible. For our toy scenario, the only dominant item is ic, since ficg is the
only admissible set consisting of a single decision. Any software able to compute
admissible sets of assumptions for an ABA framework can be used to identify
dominant items. In particular, the CaSAPI ABA engine [20] can be used for this
purpose.

5 Degrees of admissibility

This section builds upon the previous theorem 1 and aims at obtaining a way of
ranking items rather than simply classifying items as good (dominant/admissible)
or bad (non-dominant/admissible). The idea is to assess degrees of admissibility
instead of simply checking admissibility. In practice, decision-makers do not al-
ways choose items of highest quality, but more often choose those which �t their
budget and have highest quality/price ratio. In this context, it becomes neces-
sary to assess numerically the quality or relative quality of items. For example,
consider a variant of our toy scenario where the beliefs about cheap in B are
replaced by:

price � 70$! cheap,
price = 50$! price � 70$, price = 70$! price � 70$,
price = 200$! price > 70$

Then, both ficg and fjhg are dominant, but ic has a better quality/price ratio.
If we consider one further goal luxury, and add

{ to G: luxury
{ to F : 4star
{ to B: jh! 4star, 4star ! luxury

then the only dominant/admissible decision is jh, but ic may have a better
quality/price ratio still.

In order to generalise the notion of admissibility, we introduce a scale of de-
grees of admissibility for sets of assumptions which ranges from 0 to 1. Admissible
sets correspond to those with a degree of 1. Sets which are not conict-free have
a degree of 0. Sets which are conict-free but do not counter-attack all arguments
attacking them have a degree comprised between 0 and 1.

For these sets, one can use the fraction of counter-attacked arguments as
degree of admissibility. This measure is intuitively appealing, as the higher this
fraction for a decision d, the more bene�ts d provides.

De�nition 3 (�-degree of admissibility). Given an ABA framework hL;R,
A; Ci and A � A, let X = fB jB attacks Ag. Then, the degree of admissibility
of A is given by5

5 Here, jSj stands for the cardinality of set S.



�(A) =

8><
>:
1 if there are no attacks against A (namely X = fg)

0 if A is not conict-free (namely A0 2 X for some A0 � A)
jfB jB2X and A attacks Bgj

jXj otherwise

In the revised toy scenario of this section, �(fjhg) = 1, �(ficg) = 2=3 and
�(fritzg) = 0. Note that, in the speci�c decision-making setting studied in this
paper, (the set of assumptions consisting of) any decision is necessarily conict-
free, and the case of �(fdg) = 0 is \reserved" for non-dominant decisions d
ful�lling no goals.

Trivially, A is admissible if and only if �(A) = 1. Thus, for hL;R, A; Ci the
ABA framework corresponding to a decision framework (D;G;F;B), directly
from theorem 1:

Corollary 1 (dominance & (degrees of) admissibility). For every item
d 2 D, the following three propositions are equivalent:

{ fdg is admissible
{ d is dominant
{ �(fdg) = 1

In the case of decision frameworks, degrees of admissibility are quite simple to
compute. For a given item d 2 D, we are interested in the arguments that attack
d and those supported by fdg which counter-attack them. There exist as many
attacks against d as there are arguments supporting sentences of the form gd

0

,
where d0 2 D is an item distinct from d. Let us then introduce the following
notations

{ Td;g =

(
1 if there exists an argument supporting gd

0 otherwise

{ Tg =
P

d2D Td;g

{ Td =
P

g2G Td;g

{ T =
P

g2G Tg

Theorem 2 (Degree of admissibility of a decision). Given a decision
framework (D;G;F;D) and d 2 D:

�(fdg) =

(
1 if T � Td = 0
P
g2G

Td;g�(Tg�Td;g)

T�Td
otherwise

Proof. fdg is de�nitely conict-free. The number of arguments attacking d is
given by the sumX

g2G

X
d02D�fdg

Td0;g =
X
g2G

(Tg � Td;g) = T � Td

Assume T � Td 6= 0. The only way to counter-attack these arguments is to
attack their assumption of the form M(:gd). Clearly, each attacking argument



supported by fM(:gd)g is in turn counter-attacked on the condition that there
exists at least one argument supported by fdg and supporting gd. Consequently,
the number of counter-attacks isX

g2G

X
d02D�fdg

Td;g � Td0;g

This last expression can be slightly simpli�ed asX
g2G

Td;g � (Tg � Td;g)

Thus, by de�nition of �, the theorem holds.
Assume T � Td = 0. Then, for every g and every d0 6= d, Td0;g = 0 and

(d0) = fg, which is trivially contained in (d). Thus d is dominant and, by
corollary 1, �(fdg) = 1 and the theorem holds.

Note that the computation of the values Td;g and thus of degrees of admis-
sibility for decisions simply requires the implementation of a program able to
test the existence of arguments supporting goals in an ABA framework. Such
programs are understandably rather simple to develop (see the next section 6
for a discussion concerning implementation).

By de�nition of degree of admissibility, if an item does not provide any bene-
�t at all, its degree is that of a non-conict-free set, namely 0. The more bene�ts
can be achieved with an item, the higher its admissibility degree. Therefore, the
notion of degree of admissibility can be seen as playing the role of a relative
utility function to make inter-item comparisons. This role is even clearer if we
consider \weights". Indeed, decision makers may attach various degrees of im-
portance to their goals. For example, in our toy scenario, the user may think
that location is more important than luxury. In ABA, attacks or counter-attacks
have no strength. In practice, however, we may want that certain attacks have
more impact than others because they relate to more important issues. We show
how to modify the formula for degrees of admissibility so as to incorporate the
importance of the customer's goals and more accurately reect her/his true pref-
erences. Thus, instead of assigning the same importance to all bene�ts in G, we
introduce weights w(g) > 0 for all g 2 G, representing the importance or level
of priority of bene�t g. Note that these weights can be any and need not sum
up to one. The previously established formula for the degree of admissibility as
given in theorem 2 can be naturally generalised to the following

De�nition 4 (Relative value of a decision). Given d 2 D, the relative value
of d is given by

��(d) =

P
g2G w(g) � Td;g � (Tg � Td;g)P

g2G w(g) � (Tg � Td;g)
(1)

In our toy scenario, assume w(cheap) = 2, w(near) = 3 and w(luxury) = 1.
Then, ��(jh) = 5=6, ��(ic) = 1 and ��(ritz) = 0.



Note that, if there exists some constant � > 0 such that for all g 2 G the
importance of the goal g is w(g) = �, then for every item d 2 D it is clear that
��(d) = �(d), i.e. the notion of relative value of an item collapses with the one
of degree of admissibility. Thus, we may say that the notion of relative value of
an item generalises in the mathematical sense the notions of admissibility and
dominance of the item. �� measures how close an item d is to satisfy the property
of dominance.

6 Supporting e-marketplaces

Electronic marketplaces allow internet users to meet business organisations,
to discover, select and purchase their goods, products or services. We have
implemented the methods for decision-making described in this paper (domi-
nance=admissibility and degrees of admissibility) and have tested them on an e-
market place application, for the selection of earth observation products, namely
images generated by satellites. Earth observation satellites are speci�cally de-
signed to observe earth from orbit, and intended for environmental monitoring,
meteorology, and maps making. The availability of satellites with di�erent char-
acteristics (type of sensors, types of orbits, etc.) and the pecularities of the images
needed by users add complexity to the problem of selecting earth observation
products.

The speci�c earth observation problem described in this section is the prob-
lem of selecting satellite images to monitor oil spills. This problem has been
proposed by GMV S.A.6, building upon their extensive �eld experience. The full
problem is described in [31]. In this section we concentrate on dealing with a
fragment of this problem, in order to focus on the representation of this kind
of problems in terms of a decision framework (D;G;F;B) as understood in this
paper. Using the general-purpose method described in section 4, this decision
framework can then be mapped onto an argumentation framework to which the
methods of sections 4 and 5 can be applied.

We consider two satellites, referred to as sat1 and sat2, available for choosing
images needed to observe a given oil spill. Thus,

D = fsat1; sat2g:

The required satellite must accomplish several goals such as timing and qual-
ity of images for the particular oil spill setting. We are going to focus on one
such goal, namely (a required) radiometric resolution (radiometric resolution).
Thus,

G = fradiometric resolutiong:

We de�ne B incrementally, as the union of several sets of implications.
In order to accomplish the required radiometric resolution, the selected satel-

lite must be able to distinguish di�erences of intensity in the images. The dif-
ferences can be expressed in terms of color emission, temperature, radiation
reection or altitude. These can all be seen as sub-goals.

6 http://www.gmv.com



B1 = f color emission! radiometric resolution;

temperature! radiometric resolution;

radiation reflection! radiometric resolution;

altitude! radiometric resolutiong

To detect di�erences in terms of color emission the observation must be per-
formed during the day (day); there must be no obstacles (no obstacle) such as
rain, clouds, haze, or snow; the colours of the object to be detected and the
background must be distinguishable (colors distinguishable); and the satellite
must possess a panchromatic sensor (panchromatic sensor).

B2 = fday; no obstacle; colors distinguishable; panchromatic sensor
! color emissiong

To detect di�erences in terms of temperature the object and the background
must have di�erent temperatures and the satellite must possess an infrared ra-
diometer.

B3 = ftemperature distinguishable; infrared radiometer ! temperatureg
To detect di�erences in terms of radiation reection �rst of all the satellite

must possess a synthetic aperture radar. Then the object must reect and the
background absorbe the signal emitted by the satellite or the object must absorbe
and the background reect the signal. The object reects the signal if it has a
riddled surface and the riddles are small (up to 5 centimeters). The background
reects the signal if the background is riddled and the riddles are big (larger than
5 centimeters). The object absorbs the signal if the object surface is smooth or
if the surface is riddled and the riddles are small (up to 5 centimeters). The
background absorbs the signal if the background surface is smooth or if the
surface is riddle and the riddles are small (up to 5 centimeters).

B4 = f object riddled; object riddles big ! object reflection

background riddled; background riddles big ! background reflection

object smooth! object absorption

object riddled; object riddles small! object absorption

background smooth! background absorb

background riddled; background riddles small! background absorbg

To detect di�erences in terms of altitude the object and background must be
at signi�cantly di�erent altitudes.

B5 = faltitude distinguishable; radar altimeter ! altitudeg

We also have information about the satellites: sat1 possesses an infrared
radiometer and a panchromatic sensor. It also counts with a radar altimeter.



The temporal resolution for this satellite is high. The information for sat2 is
that it has a panchromatic sensor and a medium temporal resolution.

B6 = f sat1! infraredradiometer;

sat1! panchromaticsensor;

sat1! radar altimeter;

sat1! temporalresolutionhigh

sat2! panchromatic sensor;

sat2! radar altimeter;

sat2! temporal resolution mediumg

To complete the presentation of B, we need to provide information about the
environment and the characteristics of the image the user is interested in. In the
speci�c case considered, the images must be obtained during the day, there are
no obstacles in the sky, the object to capture is big and has a smooth surface
and the background is riddled and those riddles are big.

B7 = f ! day;! no obstacle;

! object smooth;! background riddled;

! background riddles big;! object bigg

The set B for the decision framework is then de�ned as:7

B = B1 [B2 [B3 [B4 [B5 [B6 [B7:

The set of features for this decision framework is

F = f panchromatic sensor; infrared radiometer; radar altimeter;

temporal resolution high; temporal resolution mediumg:

This decision framework can be directly translated onto the corresponding
ABA framework. As an example, this would include rules:

radiometric resolutionsat1;M(:radiometric resolutionsat2)

:sat2
radiometric resolutionsat2;M(:radiometric resolutionsat1)

:sat1
7 Note that the information in B7 is not strictly speaking in the format of implication
beliefs as given in section 3. We could pre-compile B7 into the rest of B, unfolding
them away from implications. We have chosen not to here because decision frame-
works (and the correwsponding ABA frameworks) can be easily extended to include
this \information facts" without altering any of the results in the paper.



We have encoded the ABA framework as an input to CaSAPI [20]8 to obtain
admissible (and thus dominant) decisions. For the simple fragment considered
here, this dominant item is sat1, appropriately computed by CaSAPI.

We have also tried the the degrees of admissibility method using a Ruby-
on-Rails web-service prototype9. The results showed a degree of admissibility
of 1.0 for sat1 and a degree of admissibility of 0 for sat2. The Ruby-on-Rails
web-service prototype consists of a core Ruby engine able to construct backward
arguments and compute degrees of admissibility, embedded into Rails allowing
to use the server via a web interface.

We have also implemented solutions to the full oil spill problem, with 5
satellites (ERS, RADARSAT, SPOT, IKONOS, METOP), 27 implications (for
reasoning about images), 57 implications in total for also describing the equip-
ment on the satellites and the scenario of exploitation, and 3 goals (radiometric,
spatial and temporal image resolution). The full ABA and Ruby-on-Rails for-
mulations can be downloaded from

http://homepage.mac.com/paulmatt/homepage/eBusiness/page3.html.

7 Related work

The present work can be classi�ed in decision-theoretic terms [15, 34, 19] as a
problem of decision making under certainty. Indeed, the beliefs involved in our
problem correspond to features and are by consequence controllable unknowns
(secondary decisions). In this problem, argumentation is used for reasoning about
the relative value of di�erent items. In decision-theoretic terms, argumentation
is used as a model to compute a utility function which is too complex to be
given a simple analytical expression in closed form. Note that, broadly speaking,
such limitations of classical Decision Theory have lead some authors to develop
a number of qualitative approaches to Decision Theory, such as e.g. [27, 5, 9]. In
this paper, we focus on using argumentation as a form of qualitative Decision
Theory.

Argumentation has already been proposed for decision making, under strict
uncertainty (no probabilistic information is available to the decision maker) [17,
18, 1, 2] and also for decision under risk (some probabilistic information is known)
[28, 21, 26, 3]. Argumentation has also been used to support practical reasoning
[29, 30] and decision support systems [16, 24, 25]. Di�erently from all these ap-
proaches, in this paper we have focused on using standard Dung-style argumen-
tation [12] as instantiated in ABA and showing the suitability of an existing se-
mantics (admissibility) for argumentation (which fundamentally plays the same
role as a decision criterion in Decision Theory) in a practical application: our
theorem 1 guarantees the suitability of the notion of admissibility for studying

8 CaSAPI can be downloaded from http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/ dg00/casapi.html.
The CaSAPI �le for the application described in this section can be found at
http://homepage.mac.com/paulmatt/homepage/eBusiness/page3.html.

9 This is available at
http://homepage.mac.com/paulmatt/homepage/eBusiness/page3.html



choice problems in (simple, but realistic) decision frameworks. [11] also links a
semantics for argumentation to a decision-theoretic criterion (Wald's minimax
criterion) in a context of decision making under strict uncertainty.

The idea of using degrees of admissibility �nds its origins in the notion of
graduality [6]. Graduality has been introduced to generalise the classical notion
of acceptability in argumentation from [12]. Degrees of acceptability have been
recently used to play the role of measure of argument strength [23] and to be
mathematically connected to the value of special two-person zero-sum games of
strategy with imperfect information [34]. In that work however, the strength of
an argument does not simply correspond to the admissibility of an extension
embracing that argument, but rather the expected value of the admissibility an
extension randomly chosen by a proponent of that argument, relative to the one
chosen randomly by an opponent.

Some argumentation-based approaches (to decision-making as well as other
applications) relies upon inducing preferences amongst sets of arguments from
preferences on individual arguments (e.g. see [8]). Our computation of degrees of
admissibility can be seen as a means to compute preferences amongst arguments
\from �rst principle", solely based upon the arguments capability to counter-
attack (as many as possible) attacking arguments.

8 Conclusion

Electronic marketplaces are not only changing the way items (goods, products
and services) are being o�ered and made available, they are also rendering the
task of comparing the value of items more complex than it used to be. The
need for intelligent and expert knowledge-based agents supporting both sell-
ers and buyers in this new economy is growing fast. This paper has proposed
argumentation-based agent architecture for addressing the problem of compar-
ing items. We have emphasised the suitability of assumption-based argumen-
tation and introduced a family of assumption-based argumentation frameworks
for analysing decision problems. In these problems, decisions represent items.
These frameworks can be directly deployed by (suitable) agents within an e-
marketplace setting.

We have proved theoretically that within this family of frameworks, the se-
mantics of admissibility is equivalent to the concept of dominance for items.
Building upon this theoretical result, we have proposed degrees of admissibility
as an intuitive heuristic for comparing the value of customisable items. The orig-
inal formula for the degree of admissibility of an item has then been generalised
so as to take numerically into account the customer's preferences over bene�ts or
goals. The formula obtained allows to rank subjectively the value customisable
items from best to worst.

Our techniques are supported at the implementation level by two systems:
the general-purpose ABA system CaSAPI and a decision-making speci�c Ruby-
on-Rails web service prototype.



We have illustrated an application of our techniques (and systems) to the
procurement of earth observation products. These techniques have also been
applied to an industrial procurement problem in support of companies in the
complex task of purchasing electronic ordering systems [22]. Both applications
require feeding an argumentation agent with expert knowledge used to support
the choice of (earth observation or e-ordering) products. The main di�erence
between our methods and the methods currently used by industrial experts in the
application areas considered lies in the amount of e�ort the buyer needs to put
in the task of specifying the inputs to the problem. With the industrial methods,
the decision-maker needs to specify the decision framework and assess the overall
importance of each individual feature and grade their bene�ts numerically. In
our approach, the decision-maker only needs to specify the decision framework
(if the third method, computing the relative value, is used, the decision-maker
also needs to specify numerically its preferences over the ultimate goals that can
be achieved, but these are few and easy to assess). Consequently, we believe that
our approach empowers the decision-maker with expert knowledge, allowing to
concentrate energy on the speci�cation and weighting of goals. In this context,
the use of ABA is bene�cial, with respect to the use of abstract argumentation,
in that it a�ords a �ner level of granularity in the representation.

Our preliminary experimentation with e-procurement is encouraging. We
plan to further this experimentation to provide a more thorough evaluation,
e.g. to assess scalability of our approach.

The use of argumentation to determine dominance allows users to be pre-
sented with explanatory information as to the reasons of the dominance (in
comparison with other items concerning the relative bene�ts). We believe that
this is an important feature of our approach when agents attempt to persuade
one another (for example, if the seller of an item is told that its item is domi-
nated by some other, then it may decide to change the speci�cation of its item
in order to persuade the buyer to change its mind). We plan to investigate this
direction in the future.

We have focused on problems of decision making under certainty. Argumenta-
tion could be fruitfully used also to deal with uncertainty, e.g. as in [17, 18, 1, 2].
We plan to study a suitable extension of our approach to cope with uncertainty
in he future.
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